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1

kər
-əs’
walk past
‘He walked’

2

Insu-nɨ n
mikuk-e
Insu-TOP
US -to
‘Insu went to the U.S.’

ka-as’
go-PAST

-ta
Dec

3

Insu-nɨ n
mikuk-e
Insu-TOP
US -to
‘Insu has been to the U.S.’

ka-as’ -əs’
go-R-PAST

-ta
Dec

4

t.a.t.i.c.rain SM
come FUT Dec
‘It seems it will rain’
[taking all things into consideration...it will rain]

5

-ta
Dec

(subjective) presumption

pihæki- kaŋ ... kot
tochakha -l
k əs - i -ta
ɨ l - k əs - i
plane-SM
... soon arrive
FUT
Dec
The plane
... will soon arrive
(objective) future
[because the plane departed as scheduled...]

In what follows I will present a schematic summary of Lee’s findings involving complement
clauses and relative clauses without citing specific examples in full. You are directed to the
source above for the complete data.
Past tense in a complement clause under a main clause past tense intensional verb yields an
unambiguous past shifted reading:
6

John-ɨ n
John-TOP

Mary-ka
[Mary-SM

t’əna -as
-ta
-ko
malha- jəs’ -ta
leave -Past -Dec] -Comp say -Past -Dec

When past tense is replaced by present, a simultaneous reading results (though this would be
compatible with a double access situation presumably); thus present in Korean is not a pai:
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...

[Mary-ka

ca
-ɨ n
sleep Pres

-ta

]

...

say-Past

To unambiguously convey double-access type construal in contexts like 7, Korean needs to use
overt indexical adverbs. This can also be forced by the use of factive verbs and in certain
pragmatically influenced examples involving timeless laws that (of necessity) hold at both times;

such cases include Lee’s 44b ‘Columbus discovered that the earth is round’ (DA)
The future in an embedded clause like this works basically the same: it is not a pai and is
compatible with an English translation corresponding to either will or would:
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...

[Mary-ka

t’əna

ɨ l -k əs -i -ra ]
leave Fut
Dec

... say-Past

When the main clause tense with the intensional verb is future, things work basically the same;
past means past-shifted relative to the future say-time; present means simultaneous to the future
say-time. (Presumably a DA situation is again compatible.)
Lee reports that with with a matrix factive verb such as ‘inform’/‘reveal’, an indexical past
tense construal is preferred. (The same effect is visible in English.) Since this is compatible with
a DA account we can interpret it to indicate that factivity triggers obligatory scoping-out, though
the reading is compatible with an obligatory reconstruction account.
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-i -ta

John-ɨ n

Mary-ka

t’əna

-as

-ta

-ko

malha-

John-TOP

[Mary-SM

leave -Past -Dec] -Comp say - Fut -Dec

ɨ l -kəs

Likewise in nonfactive contexts, obligatory DA readings can be forced by using overt indexical
adverbs; Lee cites a variety of examples of this type. Conversely non-DA readings can be forced
in the same way. For example, recall that future is embedded under past in a complement to an
intensional verb is ambiguous between a reading of ‘would’ (dependent, future-shifted relative to
matrix event time) and ‘will’ (presumably DA in this context). The ‘would’ reading can be
forced by inclusion of an indexical adverb ‘yesterday’, which in a context like this can freely
occur with the future tense even though it is * in a main clause (cf. Lee’s examples 42, 43,
corresponding to the English translations
‘John said Mary would (lit. woll) leave yesterday’
‘*Mary will (lit. woll) leave yesterday’
In relative clauses, we find that dependent and independent readings are both possible. Whereas
in English many of the facts are confused by the combined effects of truth functional overlap and
polarity requirements forcing present to scope out when the main clause is PAST, Korean freely
allows dependent or independent readings, with indexical adverbs being used to disambiguate.
Lee does not explicitly discuss cases involving simultaneous readings of present in relative
clauses embedded under past tense in a main clause but the thrust of his discussion suggests that
things work much as in Japanese. Interestingly, Korean (like English) seems to prefer an
indexical reading of past in a relative clause (with an eventive verb?) in a future context (53a).
In Japanese, the prevailing wisdom is that there is no SOT and that present under past never
forces an independent or double access reading. (This can be interpreted in at least two ways.)
Ogihara also reports that clear cases of dependent simultaneous readings arise in relative clauses
in addition to independent readings; thus it seems that ambiguity rules!

